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HEATED SURFACES: Do not work on any surface that has been sitting in sunshine unless you are using Glass Clean.
Power Foam and Epic Clean will cause streakiness if they are allowed to dry on surfaces.
THE 2 MINUTE RULE: When working with any of the Sensha products listed in this sheet, BMCC recommends utilizing
our 2 minute rule. Do not let product sit on a surface for longer than 2 minutes as this could cause a build up of ceramic
on a particular spot.
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Microfiber Towel and Wash Mitt Use
Purpose: Understanding how to properly motion towels and wash
mitts over painted surfaces will help to reduce the risk of scratching.
Please use the notes below as a guideline for managing your
interactions with your vehicle.
Microfiber Towels
Note 1: Always tear off the tag of the towel before use. The tag will scratch the paint.
Note 2: Fold the towel into quarters.
Note 3: If one quarter panel of the towel becomes too dirty, invert and use a new panel
before continuing work.
Note 4: Throw away or repurpose any towel that interacted with Epic Clean. The towel
will become crystallized and if you use the towel on your paint again, the towel
will scratch your paint
Note 5: Let gravity be the only amount of pressure, and then just enough pressure to
keep the towel from falling out of your hand. Do not push the towel into your
paint. You are simply guiding it over the surfaces of your vehicle.
Wash Mitt
Note 1: Similarly to the Microfiber Towel, do not add extra pressure to your vehicle.
Note 2: Move in a consistent left to right, right to left direction. DO NOT SWIRL.
Note 3: Follow body lines. Do not go against the grain.
Cleaning your Lamb’s Wool mitt.
1. Use a ¼ cup distilled white vinegar to strip down any remaining soap.
Lather up the mitt with the vinegar and then rinse with warm water.
2. Use a cap of baby shampoo with warm water and lather the mitt to
keep it soft.
3. Rinse out thoroughly and hang to dry.
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Glass Clean

Purpose: Use on all windows, other glass surfaces, and
wheels as frequently as you deem necessary. Also great
for spot treatment such as bird poop and bugs.
1) Spray Glass Clean directly onto surface.
2) We recommend that you use a microfiber towel folded in half twice to wipe and
dry the glass. Remove any tags or excess materials from the towels before use.
These extraneous materials will cause scratching!
3) With a dry towel wipe the wet surface gently with not too much pressure before
the surface begins drying.
4) Repeat this process as necessary as the surfaces of your vehicle get dirty. You
may use this procedure on both the outside and inside of your windows.
5) For spot treatment on painted surfaces, spray once on area, let sit for a moment,
then wipe extremely gently with microfiber towel. Continue this step until area is
clean, one spray and one wipe at a time.
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Epic Clean Waterless Wash

Purpose: For quick everyday cleaning, BMCC recommends an Epic
Clean waterless wash once a week for cars/trucks/nosecaps, and for
any everyday spot treatment. Use often on trailer front caps, usually
once before a trip and then once after you reach your destination.
1) We recommend that you use a microfiber towel folded in half twice to wipe and
dry. Remove any tags or excess materials from the towels before use. These
extraneous materials will cause scratching!
2) Lightly mist Epic Clean directly onto microfiber towel one time while facing away
from vehicle. To mist hold towel roughly 6-8 inches from spray nozzle.
3) Working in sections, run the dampened towel very gently over the surface of the
vehicle going with the bodylines of the vehicle, never against them. On front caps
wipe like you are reading a book.
4) Using a separate dry towel, or turning the towel over to a dry side, wipe with the
same amount of pressure once more over the same area.
5) When a towel panel gets too dirty, or you start to push dust instead of collecting
it, switch to a new panel to use.
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Power Foam (Foam Cannon)

Purpose: BMCC recommends a Power Foam wash once every month,
after weather storms, or long trips for cars and trucks. For RVs, wash
after every trip or once every two months whichever comes first.
1) Using your pressure washer, begin by hosing down the vehicle.
2) For this process, work on one side of the vehicle at a time. We suggest using a
lambswool wash mitt or mop head as your washing tool to agitate the foam once
applied.
3) Load Power Foam in your foam cannon utilizing a 1 to 5 dilution of soap to water.
Note: Lower pressure washer PSI outputs may require more soap. We have
observed that 2500 PSI or lower usually requires a little bit more in order to
produce a good volume of suds to work with.
a. Automobiles – 50mL of soap (halfway between the bottom and the first
measuring line) then add water to reach a quarter of the cannon volume.
This is all you should ever need to get the job done.
b. RVs and Boats – 100mL of soap (up to the first measuring line) then add
water to reach half of the total cannon volume. This is all you should ever
need to get the job done no matter the size of your RV or boat.
4) Attach the foam cannon to your pressure washer, Turn the nozzle on top all the
way to right (“-“ direction). Begin by foaming up one whole side of the vehicle.
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You do not need to layer up the soap. Simply spray enough on there to cover
most of the surface.
5) Power Foam is a motion activated soap! Use your lamb’s wool to agitate the
surface. On cars, follow your body lines, washing every surface. On RVs, just
motion the mop head up and down as you move across the sides.
6) Hose down your vehicle to remove the excess soap. Move on to the other sides.
7) To dry, use a leaf blower to blow away the water. You must dry your car or truck
with at least a leaf blower post washing even if you have DI water. With an RV,
simply rinse and walk away. You are done.
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Power Foam (Hand Wash)

Purpose: Use a hand wash if you do not have access to a pressure
washer or prefer to not use a foam cannon.
1) Begin by hosing down your vehicle.
2) For this process, work in sections. We suggest using a lambswool mitt or mop
pad attached to an extendable pole as your washing tool.
3) Before using the Power Foam, dampen the lambswool with water. Then add one
cap full, or 8-10 sprays if spray nozzle, (10mL) spread across the lamb’s wool
and lather it up to produce as many suds as you can. (Note: The Power Foam
soap does not create as many suds as standard soap.)
4) Gently wash each section of your RV or car with your lambswool. Once that
section has been washed, hose it down with water, and move to the next section.
When you notice the suds disappear on the pad either a) re-lather or b) add
another half cap or 4-5 sprays to the mitt. Repeat this step until the job is done.
5) To dry your vehicle, use a leaf blower. If you have DI (deionized) water, a leaf
blower is still recommended to use to blow dry any car or truck. DO NOT USE
MICROFIBER TOWELS TO DRY. If you do not have DI water, you must make
sure all water is removed from the vehicle; therefore, very gently pat dry with the
microfiber towel, do not swipe across any surface.

